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Abstract A large set of coronal mass ejections (CMEs, 3463) has been selected to study
their periodic oscillations in speed in the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mis-
sion’s Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) field of view. These events,
reported in the SOHO/LASCO catalog in the period of time 1996 – 2004, were selected
based on having at least 11 height–time measurements. This selection criterion allows us
to construct at least ten-point speed–distance profiles and evaluate kinematic properties of
CMEs with a reasonable accuracy. To identify quasi-periodic oscillations in the speed of
the CMEs a sinusoidal function was fitted to speed–distance profiles and the speed–time
profiles. Of the considered events 22 % revealed periodic velocity fluctuations. These speed
oscillations have on average amplitude equal to 87 km s−1 and period 7.8R/241 min (in
distance/time). The study shows that speed oscillations are a common phenomenon associ-
ated with CME propagation implying that all the CMEs have a similar magnetic flux-rope
structure. The nature of oscillations can be explained in terms of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) waves excited during the eruption process. More accurate detection of these modes
could, in the future, enable us to characterize magnetic structures in space (space seismol-
ogy).
Keywords Sun: solar activity · Sun: coronal mass ejections
1. Introduction
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are large expulsion of magnetized plasma from the Sun.
They are actively studied because of their significant effect on the Earth’s space. CME
dynamics can be explained by magnetohydrodynamic models based on flux rope struc-
ture (e.g. Chen et al., 1997, 2000; Wood et al., 1999; Krall et al., 2001; Chen and Krall,
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2003; Krall, 2007). These models allow the inclusion of magnetic forces that drive the mo-
tion of the flux rope relative to the solar wind (see Forbes, 2000 and references therein).
Furthermore, the propagation of CMEs in the solar corona and interplanetary medium is
also strongly affected by the aerodynamic drag due to their interaction with the ambient
magneto-plasma (Cargill et al., 1996; Lindsay et al., 1999; Gopalswamy et al., 2000, 2001;
Cargill, 2004). The interplay between these forces is not fully understood (e.g. Vršnak, 2006;
Vršnak et al., 2004). CMEs that are faster than the solar wind tend to decelerate, whereas
events slower than the solar wind accelerate (Gopalswamy et al., 2000; Yashiro et al., 2004;
Vršnak et al., 2004). During the solar maximum, the situation may be more complicated
and the dynamics of CMEs is additionally affected by interaction between successive events
(Gopalswamy et al., 2002; Wang, Wu, and Gopalswamy, 2005). As a result of these colli-
sions CMEs are abruptly accelerated or decelerated.
Krall et al. (2001) reported quasi-periodic oscillations in the speed of several CMEs.
These oscillations were pronounced in C3 Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph
(LASCO) images and had approximate periods from 4 to 6 hours. In the flux rope models
such oscillations appear if a stable flux rope structure is weakly perturbed. The presence
of these oscillations proves that CMEs have an organized magnetic structure with normal
modes of oscillations (Chen, 1989; Cargill, Chen, and Garren, 1994). Therefore the recon-
nection of the magnetic field during the ejection of a CME should excite these modes of
oscillation with changing parameters as the flux rope expands. Periodic velocity and inten-
sity oscillations are well established in solar quiescent prominences which in many cases
are progenitors of CMEs (e.g. Joarder, Nakariakov, and Roberts, 1997). These oscillations
have a range of periodicity from a few minutes up to the order of an hour.
Recently, Shanmugaraju et al. (2010) have carefully considered 116 CMEs with at least
10 height–time measurements in the LASCO field of view (LFV). They found 15 events
exhibiting clear quasi-periodic patterns in speed–distance profiles. The amplitudes of oscil-
lations were found in the range 157 – 418 km s−1 and with periods in the range 48 – 240 min.
The main goal of the present study is to confirm weather speed oscillation is a common
feature associated with CME propagation using a much larger sample than that used in
previous studies. For this purpose we analyzed the speed–distance profiles for all the CMEs
reported in the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) LASCO catalog (Gopalswamy
et al., 2009) during 1996 to 2004. We determined regular velocity fluctuations by fitting
sinusoidal functions to the speed–distance profiles. About 37 % of the events considered
in this study revealed reasonable speed oscillation patterns. We also performed a statistical
analysis of the oscillation attributes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the method used for this study is de-
scribed. Results of our analysis are presented in Section 3. Finally, the discussion and con-
clusions are included is Section 4.
2. Method to Analyze Oscillation in the Speed of CMEs
In this section we describe briefly the method used to determine oscillations in the speed of
CMEs.
2.1. Data Selection
We consider a large sample of 9496 CMEs detected by the LASCO coronagraphs from
January 1996 to December 2004 and reported in the SOHO/LASCO catalog1 (Yashiro et al.,
1http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/.
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2004; Gopalswamy et al., 2009). This period covers almost one cycle of solar activity. It is
obvious that a reliable analysis of oscillations requires an adequate sample of observations.
Therefore, we consider only the events having at least 11 height–time measurements (at
least 10 velocity–height points) reducing the sample size to 3463 events. Unfortunately, this
criterion makes our sample biased to the speed range up to 1500 km s−1. The fastest CMEs
(with velocity >1500 km s−1) are not suitable for oscillation considerations because they
have only a few height–time measurements within the LASCO field of view.
For the present study we utilized the height–time measurements and data included in the
SOHO/LASCO CME catalog. The propagation of CMEs is traced manually and errors in
measurements can be large and unpredictable (Wen, Maia, and Wang, 2007). These random
errors significantly affect the determination of CME velocity and acceleration. In the present
study, to minimize uncertainties of measurements, a large sample of CMEs having at least
eleven height–time measurements was selected.
2.2. Determination of Oscillations
Our analysis is based on speed–distance or speed–time profiles of CMEs obtained from the
height–time measurements included in the SOHO/LASCO catalog. Instantaneous speeds of
CMEs were calculated using the following formula:
vi+ 12 =
ri+1 − ri
ti+1 − ti , (1)
where (ri , ti ) represents the ith height–time data point and vi is the CME speed at the time ti .
The velocities evaluated in this way were used in our further analysis. As in Shanmugaraju
et al. (2010) we assigned minimum speed errors at 30 km s−1 and 80 km s−1 in the C2 and C3
field of view (FOV), respectively. Next a sinusoidal function, including five free parameters,
was fitted to the speed–distance or speed–time profiles. The function has the form
v(x) = a0 sin(a1x + a2) + a3 + a4x, (2)
where a0 is the amplitude of oscillations, a1 is the frequency of oscillations, a2 is the phase,
a3 is the starting velocity, a4 is the acceleration, and x can express distance or time. The
parameters a2 and a3 are not important for our study and they are not discussed further. In
many cases CME velocities show a systematic increase or decrease in the LASCO FOV,
therefore, in addition to the pure oscillation pattern, the last term in Equation (2) as intro-
duced. The parameter a4 has a different meaning depending on whether we consider speed
versus distance or time. In the first case a4 express a linear change of velocity with distance.
In the second case it express acceleration. It is important to note that the acceleration ex-
pressed by the parameter a4 differs from that reported in the SOHO/LASCO catalog. We
considered also more complicated sinusoidal function having two more free parameters de-
scribing a change of amplitude and in the frequency of oscillations with distance. However,
the results were not promising. In the distance range covered by the LASCO coronagraphs
a simpler sinusoidal fitting (Equation (2)) works better. It is important to use an accurate
fitting procedure. We have tested different approaches including Monte Carlo simulations.
All of the methods worked equally well. After considerations we decided to employ the
following method. For the numerical fitting procedure an IDL routine (mpfitfun.pro) and
Monte Carlo simulation was utilized. The mpfitfu.pro program is a non-linear routine based
on the least-square fitting method (Markwardt, 2009). This procedure is fast but sensitive to
starting parameters. To obtain accurate results it is necessary to choose appropriate initial
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Figure 1 Examples of a fitted curves (dashed lines) to speed–distance/time profiles for two CMEs. Left pan-
els show a CME on 09/12/1996 and right panels show a CME on 07/03/2000, respectively. Upper panels dis-
play speed–distance profiles and lower panels speed–time profiles, respectively. For these CMEs we obtained
the following parameters of oscillations: for 09/12/1996 a0 = 53 km s−1, a1 = 5.5R , a4 = 9.2 m s−2; and
for 07/03/2000 a0 = 216 km s−1, a1 = 7.5R , a4 = −13.2 m s−2. Error bars show the minimum speed error
for C2 and C3 instruments.
conditions. For this purpose, using Monte Carlo simulations a large set of starting param-
eters was simulated for each CME. These parameters were next used for the IDL fitting
routine. This procedure allowed us to fit the sinusoidal function with high accuracy. With-
out imposing any limits on the free parameters, the fitting procedure was applied to all the
considered CMEs. Then, having the parameters of the sinusoidal fitting procedure we can
decide if a given CME really exhibits quasi-periodic fluctuations of velocity. We assume that
oscillations are reasonable when the amplitude is in the range (30 km s−1 to 400 km s−1), the
space period of oscillations is lower than 16R and the time period of oscillation is more
than 60 min. The lower limit in the amplitude is enforced by the minimal speed errors and
the upper limit is to avoid the situation when the amplitude of oscillations is larger than
the actual speed of an event. The limits in the period of oscillation occur because of the
time cadence of LASCO coronagraphs and the space range of the LASCO coronagraphs.
The full fitting procedure was only applied to the speed–time profiles. In the case of the
speed–distance profiles we fitted only two parameters (a2) and (a3). We assumed that the
amplitude of oscillations (a0) and the acceleration (a4) must be the same for both the profile
of speed–distance and of speed–time. The space period of oscillation (a1) is simply equal
to the time period of oscillation multiplied by the average velocity of a given event. Using
our procedure we were able to select 773 CMEs showing clear periodic speed fluctuations.
These oscillations are not produced by the applied procedure. The shape of the sinusoidal
function and the fitting method do not impose the fitting of an oscillating function to the
velocity-distance profiles.
In Figure 1 two examples of CMEs showing clear quasi-periodic fluctuations of velocity
are presented. They are typical examples. For these events, we see that oscillation patterns
overlap on the systematic increase or decrease of velocity for these CME examples. In spite
of the fact that not all points are very well fitted to the model curves the oscillation patterns
are clear. Outlier points, e.g. the one for the CME on 09/12/1996, result from errors in the
manual determination of height–time points.
Goodness of fit statistics can be determined using the differences between the data points
and the fit (the residuals). For each CME we determined the average value of the residuals.
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Figure 2 Distribution of relative
error. The relative error for each
CME was obtained by
comparison of the average
residual value to the amplitude of
oscillation.
The average value of the residuals compared to the amplitudes of oscillation can be a good
estimator of the goodness of fit for a given CME. Figure 2 shows the distribution of relative
error obtained in this way. The vast majority of CMEs have very small fitting errors (the
average value of the relative errors is 0.07). Only ≈50 CMEs have relative errors comparable
to the amplitudes of oscillations.
3. Results
3.1. General Properties of Oscillations
Distributions of the most important attributes of the oscillations are displayed in Figure 3.
The successive panels show the distributions of the basic attributes (amplitude, space pe-
riod, time period and acceleration). The amplitudes of oscillations can be very large (up to
391 km s−1). The average amplitude of oscillations is almost 100 km s−1. Due to the res-
olution of the LASCO images, as mentioned previously, we considered only oscillations
with amplitudes larger than 30 km s−1. Periods of oscillations cover a wide range of values
(from 0.94R up to 15.97R for space periods and from 90 up to 824 min for time periods).
For the extreme values of parameters of oscillation the accuracy of the sinusoidal fitting
was verified. The average value of period is consistent with the previous results (7.8R and
241 min for the space and time period, respectively). The last panel in Figure 3 displays the
acceleration evaluated at the base of the speed–distance profiles. It is different from that re-
ported in the SOHO/LASCO catalog. It was determined from the velocities obtained using
Equation (1). CMEs showing an oscillation pattern mostly move with constant velocities.
The average value of the acceleration is 2.0 m s−2. However, we can observe a small excess
of CMEs having a positive acceleration (the median is 1.8 m s−2).
3.2. Characteristics of CMEs Showing Speed Oscillations
Distributions of the most important attributes of CMEs revealing speed oscillations are dis-
played in Figure 4. The successive panels show distributions of velocities, widths, absolute
latitudes and accelerations obtained from a quadratic fit to the height–time points. Instead
of the central position angle (CPA) reported in the catalog we consider the absolute lati-
tude, to have a clear comparison between equatorial and polar events. The CMEs attributes
cover a wide range of values (87 – 1352 km s−1 for velocity, 3 – 314 degrees for width and
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Figure 3 Distributions of the most important attributes of the speed oscillations. In the successive panels
there are distributions of the amplitude of oscillation (parameter a0); the space period of oscillation (param-
eter a1); the time period of oscillation (parameter a1); and the acceleration of CME (parameter a4). Basic
statistics (mean, median, standard deviation) are reported at the top of the figures.
−68 – 90 m s−2 for acceleration) implying that speed oscillations are a common feature ac-
companying propagation for a variety of classes of events. This suggests that all CMEs
should have a similar magnetic flux-rope structure favorable to excite normal modes of os-
cillations. The distributions of CME attributes resemble those obtained for the general pop-
ulations of CMEs (Yashiro et al., 2004). Only the widths of the oscillating CMEs seem to be
on average larger in comparison with the average width of the general population of CMEs.
Probably this difference is caused by our selection criterion. Narrower events usually have a
lower quality of observations and may be excluded from our study due to their not having a
sufficient number of height–time points.
3.3. Quality of CMEs
In the SOHO/LASCO catalog a quality index with values ranging from 0 to 5 (with a step 1)
was introduced on the basis of brightness and sharpness of the leading edge of a given
CME. Figure 5 displays the fractions of CMEs in our study with a respective quality index.
In the upper panel we present the fractions for CMEs having a clear oscillation pattern (773
events). 70 % of CMEs with an oscillation pattern have a quality index ≥3. The bottom
panel presents the fraction of CMEs with oscillations in speed having a given quality index
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Figure 4 Distributions of the most important attributes of CMEs showing speed oscillations. In the succes-
sive panels there are distributions of: velocities, widths, absolute latitudes, and accelerations of CMEs.
with respect to all CMEs in this study having the same quality index. Figure 5 demonstrates
that larger quality index CMEs are favored for oscillation detection. More than 20 % of all
the considered CMEs with quality index ≥3 revealed clear oscillations in speed. On the
other hand, only 15 % of all the considered CMEs having an index equal to zero demon-
strated oscillations. This fraction is comparable with that for the higher quality events but
we have to remember that poor events were mostly eliminated at the initial stage of our con-
siderations (by the assumption that CMEs need to have at least 11 height–time points). The
detection of oscillations depends strongly on the quality of observations. This dependence
confirms that the recorded oscillations are a real physical phenomenon. If the oscillations
were random phenomenon, this correlation should not be observed.
3.4. Oscillation Appearance Frequency
Figure 6 shows the oscillation appearance frequency during the considered period of time.
Oscillations were recorded mostly frequently during the maximum of solar activity (2001).
This is evident from the absolute and fractional diagrams. During maximum about 15 %
of all the CMEs revealed speed oscillations. This suggests that more powerful events are
more likely to excite speed fluctuations. On average more than 5 % of CMEs reported in the
SOHO/LASCO catalog revealed a speed oscillation pattern.
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Figure 5 Fractions of CMEs
with a given quality index. The
upper panel displays the fraction
of CMEs with a given quality
index with respect to all the
events showing an oscillation
pattern (1283). The bottom panel
displays the fraction of CMEs
with oscillations in speed having
a given quality index with respect
to all the considered events with
the same quality index.
Figure 6 Appearance frequency
of CMEs with oscillations in
speed. The upper panel displays
the absolute and the bottom panel
displays the fractional oscillation
appearance frequency,
respectively.
3.5. Oscillation Attributes Versus CME Attributes
Figure 7 shows scatter plots of the amplitude and time period of oscillations versus the
CME attributes. We do not present diagrams for the space period of oscillation because it
depends on the space period. The diagrams do not reveal any characteristic dependencies
or correlations. We find only a very poor correlation between the velocity of CMEs and the
amplitude of oscillations (panel a–a, correlation coefficient 0.2), and also between the ve-
locity of CMEs and time period of oscillations (panel b–a, correlation coefficient is equal
−0.3) . If oscillations are excited during eruption then their amplitudes should depend on
the power of the eruption. This may be revealed by this correlation. However, the diagrams
demonstrated that the properties of the speed fluctuations are poorly related to the propaga-
tion of CMEs in the interplanetary medium. This is not surprising because we expect that
oscillations are normal modes determined by the interior properties of flux ropes (Chen,
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Figure 7 Oscillation attributes versus CME attributes.
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Figure 8 Distributions of oscillation and CME attributes during the minimum of solar activity (1996 – 1998)
and the maximum of solar activity (2000 – 2002).
1989; Cargill, Chen, and Garren, 1994). This means that the period of oscillation is mainly
determined by the strength of the interior magnetic field (see Section 4.1).
3.6. Comparison Between Minimum and Maximum of the Solar Activity Cycle
Figure 8 compares the properties of the speed oscillations and associated CMEs in two dif-
ferent periods of the solar activity cycle (minimum of solar activity 1996 – 1998, maximum
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Figure 9 Distributions of the most important attributes of speed oscillations for limb events
(|longitude| ≥ 60◦).
of solar activity 2000 – 2002). The diagrams demonstrate that the parameters of the speed
oscillations depend on the solar activity cycle. During the minimum of the solar activity
speed oscillations have on average slightly smaller amplitudes (about 14 km s−1 smaller)
and significantly longer periods of oscillations (by more than an 1 hour) in comparison to
the period of the maximum of solar activity. During the minimum of solar activity CMEs
are significantly slower and therefore the ejections are less energetic causing a smaller am-
plitude of the oscillation perturbations. Differences in the durations of the period should be
considered based on the magnetic properties of flux ropes. This is discussed in detail in the
next section.
3.7. Limb Events
Figure 9 shows the attributes of oscillations for limb events. The limb events (having
|longitude| ≥ 60◦) are free from projection effects and should be more likely to show speed
oscillations. In our sample of events we selected 187 limb events. This represents 20 % of all
the oscillating CMEs. This fraction is very similar to the fraction of limb events reported in
a general population of CMEs. Compared to all the oscillating CMEs, the limb events have,
on average, slightly larger amplitudes (by about 6 km s−1), larger space periods (by about
1R) and almost the same time periods of oscillations. This is consistent with expectation.
The time period of an oscillation is independent of the projection effect and has the same
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value for both sub-samples of CMEs. The two other attributes of oscillation depend on pro-
jection effects, and they are slightly larger for the limb events (which are free of projection
effects).
4. Discussion
4.1. Nature of Speed Oscillations
CMEs are closed coronal magnetic structures ejected into the interplanetary medium. They
have flux rope magnetic structures similar to solar prominences. Periodic velocity and in-
tensity oscillations of prominences have been known for a few decades (e.g. Bashkirtsev,
Kobanov, and Mashnich, 1983; Balthasar et al., 1986). It is assumed that the basic modes of
prominence oscillations are similar to the modes of oscillation of a stretched elastic string of
non-uniform density (e.g. Leroy, 1989; Kim, 1989). In the case of a prominence the stretched
elastic string is a flux rope magnetic structure. Perturbation of a prominence generates string
modes being either Alfvén or fast or slow MHD waves (Oliver et al., 1993). Periods of string




where a is the half-width of the prominence, l is half the length of the flux rope, and cA is
the speed of the MHD waves. This simple formula can explain periodicity in a large number
of quiescent prominences. However, in the case of CMEs the situation is more complicated.
During their expansion into space, their properties (magnetic field, density and size) change.
This means that the normal modes of oscillation also evolve with time. Assuming typi-
cal parameters characterizing CMEs at a distance 5R (n = 1.6 × 104 cm−3, B = 25 mG,
l = 10R and a = l/60), Equation (2) gives the period of Alfvénic oscillation as 220 min,
almost the same as the average period of observed oscillations. Dispersion in periods for
observed oscillations is due to CMEs having a range of different magnetic properties. As-
suming the waves are Alfvén waves we can also explain differences in the period of the
observed oscillations during the minimum and maximum phases of the solar activity cycle.
During the minimum of solar activity the magnetic fields in active regions are smaller, and
therefore the magnetic flux rope structures in CMEs have, on average, a weaker magnetic
field inside. If we assume an interior magnetic field of 20 mG, then using again Equation (2),
we obtain 266 min for the period of Alfvénic oscillations. This is approximately the same
value as the average period for oscillations during the minimum of the solar activity cycle.
We have to remember that the period of oscillation depends also on the density and size of
the magnetic cloud structure.
4.2. Conclusions
We considered a set of 3463 CMEs during the period of 1996 – 2004 for which 11 height–
time measurements were available. This allowed us to evaluate speed–distance/time profiles
with sufficient accuracy to identify and analyze oscillations in the speed of the CMEs. Of the
considered CMEs 22 % revealed periodic velocity fluctuations during their expansion in the
interplanetary medium. This means that speed oscillation is a common phenomenon asso-
ciated with CME propagation. However, oscillation attributes depend only poorly on CME
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attributes. This suggests that the properties of speed oscillations must be determined by the
magnetic structure of the flux rope. The nature of speed oscillations can be interpreted in
terms of normal modes of oscillation of a stretched magnetic string of non-uniform density.
CMEs evolve during propagation and so the normal mode also is modified. The average am-
plitude of speed oscillation is equal to 87 km s−1, the average space period and time period
are 7.8R and 241 min. The parameters of speed oscillations take a wide range of values
(from 0.94R up to 15.97R for space periods, and from 90 up to 824 min for time peri-
ods). The speed oscillations are mostly detected during the maximum of the solar activity
cycle when the CMEs are more energetic and can easily excite perturbations which can be
detected by LASCO observations. It was demonstrated that the speed oscillations are more
likely to be detected for CMEs having a significant quality index. This proves that the speed
oscillations are a real physical phenomenon rather than a random numerical effect. More
accurate detection of these modes could, in the future, enable us to study the evolution of
magnetic structures in space (space seismology).
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